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Let‟s face it. You‟re busy. You need to run your business, and frankly you 
don‟t have time to learn everything about internet methods and technology. 
 
Yet, this fundamental fact remains…getting new prospects through 1 to 1 
networking or referrals is way too time-consuming.  And we don‟t even 
want to get started on the high cost and drastically decreasing 
effectiveness of traditional offline advertising! 
 
Just look at the trends in people‟s use of the Yellow Pages to find local 
businesses. 
 

Local Search vs Yellow Pages 
 
 

 
As this chart clearly demonstrates, the “Yellow Pages”, as a reliable way of 
people finding your business, is just about extinct. But I‟ll bet you knew that 
already. 
 
You need some help!! 
 
 
In the day, you probably did some cold calling. It was an art of you, the  
 
 
 
 
sales person, burning the shoe leather on the streets, entering places of 
business, and conjuring up any known way to get past the gate keeper As 
you recall, that wasn‟t easy. 
 
A completely new economy exists today in business marketing that was not 
present even a few short years ago. Today, cold calling is just too 
expensive, untargeted and is a much too ineffective way to generate leads 
for prospects and customers in the business community. 
 
When you add up the time of repeat contacts, hand-holding, etc., it is 
estimated that a single small business sales call now costs $400 or more.  
These figures include the costs of travel expenses, support costs, pay, and 
company benefits, not including individual training. 
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Recently, small businesses have turned 
to generating more leads through 
outbound telemarketing, direct mail, and 
trade shows.  One of the problems here is 
the fact you don‟t really have targeted 
leads.  
 
As businesses transition to these 
expanded methods of marketing, others 
factors outside of your control create new 

road blocks, as in, „no call‟ lists, higher costs for direct mail, and sometimes 
trade shows becoming more of a vacation than a starting point to be used 
as a sales venue.    
 
You still need help! 
 
Enter the internet... 
 
The “No Cold Calling” zone. 
 
With this challenging economy, you as a marketer are 
being tested more than ever before. You know just how 
informed your customers are becoming.  
 
They Google for product information and to compare prices before they 
buy. Sometimes they are right there in your store, using their smart phones 
to check prices among your competition. And if they find a better deal?  
 
Off they go down the street – sometimes to save just a buck! 
 
Yes, it‟s more clear than ever before. As a business owner, you must 
harness the same online technologies your competition is using. And you 
have to create new and innovative ways of generating leads and attracting 
– and keeping – customers, rather than using traditional and often outdated 
marketing solutions.  
 
New innovative marketing is pushing traditional old marketing thoughts out 
of the way! 
 
In today‟s world, you just must be attracting and communicating with new 
prospects and customers online. Period. 
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But before we get to the steps to getting your business online, to be really 
clear, let‟s take a peek at some advertising comparisons. Pay particular 
attention to cost and duration of contract.  
 

 
 
How many targeted leads do you see generated? Zip. Zero. 
 
Remember the local search versus the yellow pages we looked at earlier in 
this report? The trend toward online lead generation is a direct reflection of 
the fact that online, your results can be directly measured. (This is called 
tracking your conversions.)  
 
You will be able to determine that you make $XX for every marketing dollar 
you spend. Something not working? You will know it, and you can change it 
or stop it altogether before you waste your valuable marketing dollars. And 
the leads you generate can be tightly targeted. 
 
Traditional marketing costs you a bunch! So let me ask you, which would 
you rather have - one sale, or a hundred targeted leads traveling straight to 
your business, where maybe 5% of those targeted leads generates five 
sales?  
 
Even if you have a brick & mortar business that depends mostly on people 
who show up at your business, you still need an online lead-generation 
system. You‟ll want to let the power of an automated email system make 
repeated contact with your prospects, making offers, sending coupons, 
introducing new products or services & providing great content. 
 
Did you hear the „automated‟ part? Set it up and let it run… 
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And all of this “selling” happens without you picking up the phone or even 
meeting eyeball to eyeball. 
 
Let's take a look at the new wave of marketing, with highly targeted 
consumers driven directly to your business.  

 
Google Places 
 
This is what “local search” is all about. In the sample listing below…done 
on a search of “plumbers in Durango Colorado”, you‟ll see that 7 listings 
come up in the organic search. Using this tool correctly is all about 
ensuring that you are one of those seven. 

 Get found 
Your prospects‟ searches can put local listings on top of organic 
results, meaning this is what potential customers see first. 
 

 Stand out and shout to your customers 
Show customers your place of business with photos, give offers, 
public reviews and ratings, and more. 
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What Words Do Your Prospects Type into the Search Box  
to Find Products and Services Like Yours? 

 
Let‟s say a person is looking for something you offer, and they decide to 
search online. They pull up a search engine (likely Google), and type in 
some search terms (words or phrases) that describe their problem, the 
solution they want, or maybe even a business type.  
 
Those words they type into the search box are called Keywords.  
 
Knowing the keywords your customers and potential customers use is 
critical. Learning how to use those all-important keywords isn‟t easy, but it 
is necessary.  
  
Without a match between the words your prospects use and the keywords 
used on your webpages or blog, your prospects may never find your 
business. And you won‟t have a chance to turn them into customers.  And 
what they search on will usually be different from what you would think. 
 
Some people search using one or two words, like „hybrid car‟ or „broken 
pipe.‟ Others use longer phrases, like „fix leaky valve Durango Colorado.‟  
 
Which of those searchers is most likely ready to take ACTION? 
 
That‟s right – the one using the longer phrases that have more detail. 
Those longer phrases are called „long tail keywords.‟ 
 
Using a „long tail‟ keyword (that potential customers would use) on your 
webpage allows you to target a smaller segment of a broader niche who 
are looking for something specific. This gives you a better chance to get 
your page „found‟ when a searcher enters that targeted key word into the 
search engines.  
 
When the search engine finds your page that seems to be exactly what the 
searcher is looking for, they reward you (and the searcher) by listing that 
page high in the search results, so the searcher can easily find it. 
 
You will need to determine what keyword phrases your customers are 
using, and then use the most commonly searched-on phrases on your 
website or blog. Tools are available to help you make keyword choices. 
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You can use these tools to identify your main competition and also to 
dominate your market using targeted keywords.  
 

Creating Your List of Customers and Prospects 
 
Now that you know how your prospects and customers search for products 

and services like yours, you need to create some places people can find 

you online. These might include a Google Places entry, a website, a blog, 

or a targeted Lead Generation page.  

While you might eventually have all of these ways working for you online, a 

great place to start is to use a targeted Lead Generation (Landing) page. 

The whole focus of these types of pages is to put your business in front of 

people who are searching online, and encourage them to get on your list.  

Once they are on your list, you can stay in touch with them. You can 

introduce them to your business, to your blog or website, send them 

valuable content, and make offers to them.  

A key to having this lead generation system actually find new prospects 

and customers for your business is to include a way for people to sign up to 

get more information from you. This is called an opt-in form, and you want 

to include them on your lead generation page, your blog, and your website. 

 

 

To the left is an 

example of an 

Opt-In form on a 

Lead Generation 

page.  

Simple, huh?  

And very 

effective… 
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A Lead Generation Page should be focused on getting customers to join 
your list. In return, you offer them something of value. Don‟t try to sell your 
products or services on this page – you are just starting your relationship. 
Go for the opt-in. You can sell to them later. 
 
Before we talk more about what needs to be in a Lead Generation page, 
and how it all works together, let‟s explore what you‟ll be able to do with 
your new list of prospects and customers! 
 

Staying In Touch with Your Prospects & Customers:  
Your Automated Email Campaigns to Generate SALES! 

 
Generating leads is one of the most important things you can do for your 

business.  Getting your prospects and customers to give you their email 

addresses is a key!  

Once you get their email address, don‟t just tuck it away. You need to use it 

within an automated email system to keep your business in the minds of 

your prospects and customers.  

The problem in the past with email systems and campaigns was that 

business owners didn‟t really understand how to use them.  

Building a growing prospect and customer list gives you the opportunity to 

structure new sales promotions, establish relationships by offering great 

content and information, and even gain long distance customers willing to 

purchase products from you, 

There are two important types of email communications you can easily do 

in your business using the correct email management system (and this is 

NOT your Outlook email application). 

Autoresponder Emails 

These are a series of emails that are entered into the software, and then 

they are sent out automatically when someone opts in to your list. You 

decide exactly how often they are sent, whether it‟s every few days, 

weekly, or monthly. The series is sent in the same order to each new 

person who opts in, regardless of when they join your list.  
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For example, if Peter joins on January 1, the email series begins for him on 

January 1. If Helen joins your list on March 15, the email series begins for 

her on March 15.   

These automatically sent autoresponder emails might include things like: 

 A „Welcome and thanks for joining my list‟ coupon for 25% off your 

next purchase; or  

 Tips on how to use your product or service (this will obviously be 

specific to what you offer). 

 General tips about the topic in which you offer a product or service 

(e.g., a gardening business might offer a planting calendar or a list of 

perennials that grow well in certain climate zones).   

 Remember to keep them „evergreen‟ so that they aren‟t tied to 

events, dates, seasons, or specific time-sensitive criteria, since the 

series happens whenever someone opts in, regardless of the time of 

year. 

Broadcast Emails 

These are emails that are sent to your list automatically, but you enter them 

in and send them to everyone on your list on the same day and time (which 

you specify). 

Emails sent as a Broadcast might include things like: 

 A notice of the arrival of a new product or service. 

 Seasonal tips, such as tax-saving tips in February, March & April, or 

holiday gift tips right before Christmas, Hanukkah, Valentine‟s Day, 

Mother‟s Day, etc.  

 A sale that you are holding for a specific time period (e.g., come in on 

March 17th and you will get a St. Patrick‟s Day discount of 20%. 

Obviously this needs to be sent out right before St. Patrick‟s Day.) 
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It‟s important to choose the best email management system for your 

business (it‟s not the same for everyone). When you get the right one, then 

it‟s easy to set it up and have it working for you 24/7.  

If you have different product lines, or types of services, you can easily set 

up different lists for each, so that your ongoing communication continues to 

be about that list‟s specific problem or interest.  

If you‟d like some help in figuring out what would be best for YOUR 

business, we have some resources that will help at 

http://GetSalesLeadsAndSellProducts.com  Or if you would rather just get 

your questions answered fast, give us a call at 970-749-2048 (cell).  

Once you have this Landing Page – Opt-In Form – Email System set up, it 

will get people to sign up on your list for free.  You don‟t have to pay 

anyone anything to do this for you.  

Awesome!  

Video Marketing  
 
A great way to both send people to your Lead Generation pages and inform 

them about your products and services is to use videos. Video marketing 

adds the sizzle and flair to your business, showing off your  products, 

offering information your customers want to know, thereby building your 

relationship trust factor.  

Never before have we as business owners had the opportunity to 

showcase our business at such reasonable advertising costs, and gather 

thousands of eyes and ears directly to our place of business.    

Even though you may have the best product, if you don‟t have a video on 

your Lead Generation pages, blogs and website, you are missing out on 

potential sales.   

Think about it. Don‟t you love it when you can experience a person, 

business or product before you buy? Well, you can offer that same 

powerful introduction and review for your prospects using video. 

OK, enough theory. Let‟s see how this all fits together.  
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So How DO You Get New Customers Online? 
 
Most importantly, how do you get your business online in the right way? 

(Yes, it‟s true that you can spend a lot of time and money and get nowhere 

online fast.) 

What you will need: 

Targeted Leads 

1. A lead capture system [a Lead Generation (Landing) page - a 

focused webpage devoted to exchanging free information for your 

prospect‟s email address] 

a. An automated system to communicate with your leads to build 

relationships (your email management system) 

2. A Traffic Generation System (allows your prospects to find you) 

a. Articles, teleseminars, webinars, email marketing, YouTube 

videos, your blog, etc. 

b. Paid advertising, if you want to do that 

Let‟s take a look at how this works. (Landing Page = Lead Generation 

Page) 

You set up one (or more) Lead Generation pages that use those long-tail 

targeted keyword phrases your prospects and customers use to find 

products and services like yours.  

When someone finds that page online and opts in (enters their name and 

email address in return for your free gift), their information is automatically 

collected and entered into your email management system 

(autoresponder). The first email is sent to them instantly (and 

automatically).  

They are also directed (again, automatically) to their free giveaway. 

Isn‟t all of this automatic stuff great! Set it up, it does the work without you 

having to lift a finger. 
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Here‟s a visual of the sequence… 

 
 
Next, your new prospect will receive the series of emails you have written 

and entered into your email management system (these are the ones in the 

Autoresponder sequence). 

These post opt-in emails can do a number of things… 

1. Deliver the link to where they can get their free gift (or deliver the gift 

itself, such as a coupon) 

2. Deliver some valuable information in the subject area  

3. Ask questions of your prospects to see what they need and want  

4. Offer products and services they can buy 

5. Build an ongoing positive relationship with them 

6. Send them to other websites or blogs that have additional valuable 

content (and offers) 

7. Tell them how to contact you directly 
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If you have more than one type of product or service, then you‟ll want to 

consider having a Lead Generation page for each of the general areas 

included in your business. 

This gives people more ways they can find you when they enter their 

search terms into the search engine box. 

Now your online automated lead generation system might look like this… 

 

 
 
 
You are probably asking yourself right about now… “Can it really be this 

easy?” 

Well, yes and no. Getting your business online is easy. But there is one 

more step that will create faster results, and that is to actively promote your 

lead generation pages. Sure, people might find you just by your putting 

yourself out there online. But here are some ways to help them find you… 
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There are a variety of ways you can attract people‟s attention on the 

internet and invite them to your landing pages (lead generation pages). 

You can se some of those ways in the picture below.  

Now don‟t worry or start thinking it‟s too much work! You can pick your 

favorite way – one that matches your business model – and start there. 

You don‟t have to do all of them… or all of them at once.  

But it only makes sense that promoting your online business „storefront‟ 

(your landing page, website, and sales pages) is as important as promoting 

a bricks and mortar store. 

 

 
 
 
And here are some more ways you can promote your online storefronts… 
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Are you excited yet? You should be!  

Imagine having new prospects and customers find your business at the 

exact moment they are looking to solve a problem that you can solve, or 

buy a product that you offer.   

What could be better?  

Well, the best thing would be to have all of this happen without you having 

to do a thing.  

No cold calls, no sales people, no hassles. Just click… and ka-ching! 

 

But wait – there‟s even better news… 
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So many business owners see the power of online marketing to really 

transform their businesses, make more profits, and better serve their 

customers.  

The same is true of those who don‟t yet have a business, but they see the 

vision…and they have a dream of having a business and having it online. 

As we talk with business owners all over the world, we hear one question 

over and over… 

I Want It, But Where Will I Find The TIME To Do This? 

 
As a business owner, we know you have only so many hours in a day. We 

also realize that you want to spend those hours doing things you love in 

your business… NOT learning the online technology, tinkering with 

webpages, and spending hours on the phone with technical support to get 

your systems set up. 

You just want the results these systems can bring to your business… 

Without having to spend your precious time doing it all yourself. 

We hear you! 

And we feel the very same way about our business. 

The good news is that our business is all about that online component.  

Just like you are passionate about your business, we are passionate about 

online business and online marketing. We love to figure out how to 

integrate those online systems so they work together seamlessly, explore 

the new time-saving techniques, and tinker with the software. (I know, call 

us nerdy!) 

So if you just want it done – just want the results and not the hassle – well, 

we can help.  

We can show you exactly what to do and how to do it (for you do-it-

yourselfers), or… we can just do it for you. Here‟s how that works… 
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How we can Help You! 

 

1) Lead Generation System (Landing Page, etc.) “Done For You” 

 
If you know the value of your time, and you just want a lead generation 
system done for you, then visit our „We‟ll Do It For You‟ page.  

 
http://BBSFastWebsites.com  

 
 
2) Lead Generation System… “I Can Do It Myself” 
 
If you know what you want, are pretty tech-savvy (or have a tech-savvy 
employee, spouse or child) and you just want us to show you exactly how 
to put it all together, visit our „Do It Yourself, and Here‟s How‟ page. You‟ll 
be following the simple steps in minutes. 

 
http://getsalesleadsandsellproducts.com/faststart/website-creation/ 

 
 
3) Questions re: your Website or Ongoing Marketing Needs 
 
And lastly, if you have specific questions for us, or you just prefer talking 
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with someone to get the information instead of reading about it, we invite 
you to give us a call.  
 

970-749-2048 (Mynders‟ cell phone) 
 
We‟re more than happy to talk with you so you get exactly what you need 
for your business.  
 
 
And… you can join our list at:  
 

http://GetSalesLeadsAndSellProducts.com 
 
It‟s not „one size fits all‟ where everyone gets the exact same solution. 
Instead, there is a different combination of options for different types of 
businesses.  
 
You can have – and pay for – only those parts you need and want. 
Uniquely customized for you, your business, and your budget. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(continued on next page)
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Who Are We, & Why Would You Want to Listen to Us? 
 
Mynders Glover and Debra LaQua are co-founders of 

Business Building Shortcuts, an online business which 

focuses on helping local businesses expand to attract a 

national (and international) audience, as well as helping 

beginning online entrepreneurs design their businesses 

and get them online. 

 

Our focus is to go beyond sharing what to do to get 

online. We take that critical next step and show you 

exactly how to do each step.  

 

And when you work with us, you never have to take those 

steps or make those tough decisions alone. Mynders and Deb and the 

Business Building Shortcuts staff actually make themselves available to 

their customers. We answer our email, helpdesk tickets and the phone. 

 

Deb (our resident nerd) has a Ph.D. in Educational Psychology, and 

currently consults nationally, teaching educators and business owners how 

to use online technology in support of their goals. When not on the road (or 

giving a live webinar), she creates products, „how to‟ videos and webinars 

for clients of Business Building Shortcuts, and constantly investigates the 

best options for building successful businesses online.  

 

Mynders has an MBA, and has been an entrepreneur almost since birth. 

After working at a job only long enough to qualify for his CPA, he went off 

on his own.  

He started off in business consulting and corporate training, and together 

with his wife Deb, has created successful businesses in real estate and real 

estate development, nutritional products, direct mail, and most recently, a 

number of online businesses. 

 

------------------------------------------ 
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Special Offer… 

In this report, we‟ve been talking about using the Internet to replace cold 

calling…and put you in front of your Prospects in the places where they 

look online. 

These 4 Videos Show You… 

How to Get New Customers, and Keep Them Coming Back! 

Get all 4 for only $9.97 

 

1. How to use the words people are already searching on 
(Keywords) to drive customers to your business 

 
2. If you’re a local business,  how to get listed on  

Google Places...and show up in search engine results 
 
3. How to enhance your local marketing presence by using 

online videos 
 
4. How to keep your customers thinking only of you when 

you’re not there 

 

We know that you probably would like to have at least one of those four 

solutions… all aimed at putting you directly in front of your prospects. But 

rather than pick one, we‟ll give you all four videos… 

For the low price of only $9.97 – just go to… 
 

http://budurl.com/DeathofColdCalling 
 
To Your Business Success... 
 
Deb and Mynders 
BusinessBuildingShortcuts.com                               
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